WORKPLACE WOES

We moan that we spend too much time in
the office, then go home and rant about our
boss for hours. Does the cult of complaining
really help? Stylist investigates
W O R D S : C AT H E R I N E G R AY

’ve whined
about the
office being
‘bloody Arctic!’
while sunning
myself in the
park with my
colleagues at lunchtime; ranted
over a huge glass of wine about
how my boss does less work
than me, and delivered miffed
monologues about useless
colleagues over Sunday lunch
with my family. No matter what
I do, my work woes seem to tag
along. Surely the whole point of
after-work drinks and taking time
off at the weekend is to de-clench,
unwind and get away from office
dramas? But hang on, did I tell
you about that time someone
stole my stapler?
It’s not just me packing up
my workplace troubles and
carefully carrying them home
like a backpack of heavy rocks.
A recent study from the UK’s
Legal Ombudsman found that

I

“God this
typewriter is
so slow”

“Not as slow as
our colleagues
though,
eh Betty?”

“PSYCHOLOG I STS USED TO T H I N K
MOAN IN G WOUL D RI D YOU OF
FRUSTRATIO N BU T I T AC T UA L LY
HAS THE OPPOSI T E EF F EC T ”
the average Brit moans about
everything from slow internet
connections to fickle bosses and
incompetent colleagues 11 times
on an average weekday, with
three of those grumbles happening
before we even leave the house.
At the weekend, the time when
we should be chilling our boots,
we complain an eye-rolling 16
times a day, with three quarters
of us griping about our colleagues’
moaning. Cue the irony buzzer.
But career moaning is normal,
right? Everyone does it. Surely
giving airtime to our angst is
a natural way to get grievances
off our chests, unleash frustrations
and talk things through?
“Complaining is the adult
version of crying,” says careers
consultant Jon Gordon, author
of The No Complaining Rule:
Positive Ways To Deal With
Negativity At Work. “It’s an
expression of powerlessness.”
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We’ve been taught that ‘venting
is healthy’, he adds, but that’s
a myth. “Psychologists used
to think punching a pillow
or moaning would rid you of the
frustration, but it has the opposite
effect, stirring you up further.”
Indeed, a study by a Detroit
hospital found that people
who complain suffer from higher
rates of insomnia. Opening our
mouths does more harm than
good, it seems.
“Venting is unhealthy,” agrees
psychologist and corporate
communications coach Terry Erle
Clayton. “So-called ‘offloading’
gives the illusion of taking control
and regaining power. However,
rather than ‘getting it off your
chest’ you are actually cherishing,
storing and memorising the
perceived wrong.”
He explains that in the brain,
“the more often you repeat
a neural connection (eg ‘so-and
-so is a slacker’), the stronger
that connection becomes. It’s like

forging a path through a forest.
The more often you take the
negative path, the more
pronounced it becomes.
Repeating new scripts (‘so-andso is alright really’) forms new
positive pathways. It will take
a while to trample down the new
route and your brain will want
to default to the path of least
resistance, but simple repetition
is the key. The brain will go,
‘What about that moaning path
over there, we know that one!’ It’s
our job to make a conscious effort
to continue down the new path.”
There’s also a difference
between thoughts and feelings,
says Eric Zimmer, a behaviourchange coach and host of The
One You Feed wellbeing podcast.
“Thoughts such as ‘My boss is
horrible and bullies me’ are
stories we tell ourselves,
not necessarily facts. We
should try to stop
STYLIST.CO.UK
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Bonding time?
Interestingly, complaining
shoots up when we’re trying
to bond with our workmates.
One study found that groups
working on a project creating
brochures together moaned 50
times in one hour – that’s close
to one complaint a minute.
Professor Joanna Wolfe, who
led the study, says: “It’s one
way to create rapport. It creates
a kind of solidarity.” But it’s a
misguided attempt to connect
atop negative common ground,
says Gordon. “We’ve fallen into
the habit of using moans as
conversation starters,” he says.
“It becomes second nature to
complain, whereas, ‘Hey, look at
that beautiful day’ is something
we’re unfamiliar with saying.”
“I call it co-miserating,” adds
Zimmer. “It can bring people
closer, but there are healthier
ways of bonding.”
Often these ‘co-miserating’
sessions are triggered by change,
such as the company growing and
taking on new employees, reveals
occupational psychologist Aliya
Vigor-Robertson, founder of
Journey HR. “You’ll get a bunch
of core employees grumbling
about how it’s ‘not the same’. But
bemoaning change is unhealthy;
embracing change is the key.”
Clayton suggests that the
British seem to be losing
their ‘keep calm and carry on’
reputation. “In the Nineties,
a well-known psychological
report found that British attitudes
were drifting from ‘stiff upper lip’
to being a litigious, complaining
nation,” he says. For instance,
we enjoy some of the mildest
weather on the globe and yet
Britons grouse about the weather
on Twitter more than any other
country, a study of 300,000
tweets discovered. We write
20% of all weather-trolling jibes,
while the Danes, Swedes and
Finns, who contend with much
gloomier weather, double us
in blue-sky positivity.
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What’s more, the British attitude
to work seems to lean towards
malcontent. A study of 73,500
respondents found that only
17% of Brits are ‘engaged’ in their
work, compared to 21% of Latin
Americans, 24% of Australians
and New Zealanders, and 29%
of Americans. Research suggests
this is due to unclear expectations
in the workplace, not feeling cared

back on Monday frazzled rather
than fresh.” A YouGov/Task Rabbit
survey found that 66% of Britons
rate work as our number one daily
priority, with 32% of parents
focusing on work over their kids.
Moreover, a survey by Rescue
Remedy found that work is the
topmost concern of us Brits. So
are we actively choosing to worry
about work over relationships,

“ I F YO U
THINK THIS IS
B I T T E R YO U
SHOULD MEET
MY BOSS…”

for or that your opinion doesn’t
matter, and feeling that there aren’t
any opportunities to advance
professionally. And as a nation,
we are much more inclined to
grumble about work frustrations
to our friends rather than to the
source of the dissatisfaction, says
Vigor-Robertson. “Culturally, we
swerve confrontation or difficult
conversations, which means
moans tend to rumble on in the
UK, rather than being actioned.”
Certain personality types are
also prone to taking-work-woeshome. “Creatives especially find
it difficult to switch off,” says
Vigor-Robertson. “They’re seeking
inspiration from everywhere – TV,
graffiti, an overheard comment –

relatives’ health, family safety
and finances? An adjustment
of the perspective lens could be
in order, as it seems increasingly
many of us are living to work,
rather than working to live.

Ready to grumble
Not all exploration of work woes
is negative, however. There’s
a big difference between cyclical
complaining and constructive
problem-solving. “Cyclical
complaining is where you circle
the same negativity over and over,
whereas seeking counsel from
other people can be really helpful,”
says Zimmer. “You’re seeking
a solution in a manner that has

“CERTAIN PERSONALITY TYPES ARE
PRONE TO WORK WOES. CREATIVES
ESPECIALLY FIND IT DIFFICULT TO
SWITCH OFF, THEY ARE ALWAYS ‘ON’“
so they are always ‘on’. This leads
to blurred work/life boundaries
and a disposition that is more
fragile to stress and negative
feedback,” she says, which
ultimately leads to moaning.
She adds that for some,
talking about work in your
downtime can be seen as a sign
of conscientiousness. “Those who
care more tend to rake over their
work worries during the weekend,
but that does mean they arrive

a beginning, middle and an end.”
So moaning over and over is
destructive, while a quick moan
that has a purpose is constructive,
a bit like the difference between
a tornado and a short rain shower.
So, what are the top-four work
whinges? We asked our experts.
“Number one is undoubtedly
unclear direction, blurred lines and
not being sure what our actual job
is,” says Vigor-Robertson.
“It’s like five people in a kitchen

cooking a roast and nobody
knowing what they’re responsible
for, so you wind up with no roast
potatoes.” Tragedy. “One way to
combat this is to pull out your
dusty, antiquated job description
and have a chat with your manager
to create some clear definitions.”
Second up is clumsily delivered
feedback. “In Britain, bosses tend
to store up all their positive
and negative feedback and
dump it all on their employee
in a wretched performance
review every six months,” she
says. “It then blindsides them.”
Asking for a regular trickle
of feedback rather than an
almighty waterfall would be
a step forward.
Thirdly, as we rise up the
chain of command, we tend
to do less of what we love.
We got into accountancy
because we dig numbercrunching, or advertising
because we have brilliant
ideas, or retail because we’re
amazing at customer service.
“The more we scale the
ladder, the more we manage
other people and the less we
directly do ourselves,” says
Vigor-Robertson. “It can be very
lonely at the top and few of us
are given training on how to
manage underlings.”
Finally, we complain about
‘incompetent’ colleagues/bosses.
“Whenever we tell our friends
work stories, we tend to weave
fairytales of good versus evil of,
‘I’m the victim, they’re the baddie’,”
says Vigor-Robertson. “‘It’s
unhealthy.” Our friends, having
heard this skewed version of
events, then reinforce that ‘victim’
perception by sympathising,
making the ‘poor me!’ pathway
even deeper,” says Clayton. It’s
worth remembering, too, that
nobody can make you annoyed.
“You choose to be annoyed in
response to them,” says Gordon.
People can only wind you up
if you give them the key.
“There’s a well-known
psychological bias called the
‘fundamental attribution error’,”
says Zimmer. “When we behave
badly, we let ourselves off the
hook because we’re tired and our
mum’s sick, whereas when other
people behave like brats, we
assume it’s because they are
brats. The best way to stop hating
someone is to learn more about
their lives and the challenges they
face. Also, when you decimate
someone’s character in private, the
only person you’re aggravating is

yourself. It doesn’t hurt them.” So
rather than sticking negative pins
into a voodoo doll, you’re actually
sticking them into yourself.
So, how to embrace a more
positive attitude? Over the Atlantic,
Americans have long known that
complaining can be toxic. More
than 11 million ‘complaint free’
bracelets have been sold since
2006. The idea is that every time
you complain, you switch the
bracelet to the other wrist in a bid
to have 21 complaint-free days.
“It’s a great idea to have a physical
prop that helps you become more
self-aware,” says Zimmer.
While I was writing this article,
I tried an equivalent. My granny
left me a vintage rose-gold ring.
Every time I whined, I twisted the
ring. I found I twisted it more than
I expected to. I would trail off
mid-moan as I realised what I was
doing: “Why does my editor want
me to change that…” (twist, argh).
The prop provided a wake-up call.
Given my granny was a pocketsized powerhouse who didn’t
tolerate ‘mithering’, I think she’d
approve. My complaints per day
have halved as a result.
“Once you’re aware of how
much you’re whining, try inserting
a ‘but’,” says Gordon. “For instance,
I have to go on a work trip but I get
to see a new city. The tube is crazy
but without it I would spend three
hours a day commuting.
Finally, if you heed nothing else,
then heed this: the worst place to
complain about work? Work.
Research overwhelmingly shows
that the online reviews we trust the
most have a fair, factual, balanced
tone. “The same is true of our
colleagues,” confirms Gordon.
“Ranting only chips away at your
credibility.” A colossal 73% of
people would not take a new job
with a £7K pay rise if it meant
working with a chronic complainer,
while 11% of us have even left
a job because of a grumbler.
Think of the rock stars of your
office. Are they the people
stropping about the printer not
working or the people replacing
the toner?
Let’s wrap up with the words
of inspiration-lighthouse Maya
Angelou, who is basically right
about everything. “What you’re
supposed to do when you don’t
like a thing is to change it. If you
can’t change it, change the way
you think about it. Don’t complain.”
Me? I’m leaving that backpack
of heavy rocks at the
office from now on. I feel
much lighter without it.

Nothin g to complain abo u t h ere
According to Om Ruparel, founder of Recruitmentology, it’s the little things like free fruit and fast WiFi
that make for the happiest workplaces. Here are six companies with grumble-free perks

£1K OR AN OFFICE WITH
A PUB IN IT? HMMM…

THE LATEST RECRUIT MAY WORK
FOR BISCUITS BUT HE SURE
CAN’T USE THE PHOTOCOPIER

F O R T H E R I S K TA K E R

F O R T H E A N I M A L LOV E R

Company: Peer 1 Hosting, Southampton, UK
Scheme: Confidence in the IT company’s work
atmosphere is so high that it bets new staff
£1,000 that they won’t quit after two weeks
on the job. Considering the office has
a helter-skelter and its own pub, whether
you stay or quit, it’s win-win.

Company: Eventbrite, global
Scheme: In addition to their ‘never-ending
snack supply’, a zen chill-out room and weekly
massages, staffers at the event management
company can also bring their dogs to work.
Having a furry friend in the office is said to
relieve stress and encourage employee bonding.

“BUT I ASKED FOR
A BUTTERFLY!”

VIVA FREE WORK TRIPS
TO THE BRIGHT LIGHT CITY

F O R T H E TAT T O O FA N

FOR THE JETSETTER

Company: Missing Link, South Africa
Scheme: When you work in an office that has
its own treehouse and fireman’s pole, having
an in-house tattoo parlour is almost expected.
Staff at this presentation firm can get inked in
between trying out all the tasty snacks from their
deli caravan and maybe getting some work done.

Company: Opus Professional Services
Group, global
Scheme: High-performing staff members at
the global recruitment company are rewarded
with trips to Las Vegas, Miami and even the
Monaco Grand Prix. Prefer a road trip? There’s
the annual chance to win a Porsche, too.

THE BEST ONE OF
YOUR FIVE-A-DAY

PHOTOGRAPHY: GETTY IM AGE S FOR MORE INFOR MATION ON OUR EXPE RTS SEE TERRYERLE.COM ,
ONEYOUFEED.NET AND J ONGORDON.C OM

replaying this fractious
script in our heads.”
And it’s a common
misconception that being positive
is more tiring than being defaultmiffed, too. In fact, a month-long
study by Michigan State University
found that employees who
complain become more mentally
drained than workers with
a sunny-side-up outlook. “Such
a constant state of vigilance is
depleting” the study stated.

KATE SOON REALISED WHY
RIDING SIDE SADDLE
WENT OUT OF FASHION

F O R T H E C H I L D - AT - H E A R T

F O R T H E C Y C L E FA N AT I C

Company: Insomniac Games, California, USA
Scheme: ‘Milk and cookie’ breaks, movie days,
free breakfast, lunch and snacks every day, free
dry-cleaning and free massages. Plus, you get
to choose your own rewards, tailored to your
tastes, as an incentive for working hard.

Company: Jagex, Cambridge, UK
Scheme: This is one company that takes its
employees’ wellbeing seriously. As well as flexible
working hours, free fruit and complimentary
gym memberships, the games developer also
performs weekly bicycle repairs for staffers.
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